Let X be a simple, finite C.W. complex. The group <£ §{X) is known to be nilpotent. In this paper, we give a proof of the naturality of localization on this group, &#{X) {P) = ^(X {P) ).
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KEN-ICHIMARUYAMA natural map: is the P-localization map, where X^P) is the localization at P.
In other words 8^m(X) ( />) = g^(X^).
When a space is P-equivalent to the simpler space, this theorem enables us to determine £#(X) effectively. For example, for 0-regular spaces we obtain the following result which is concerned with the classical result of [1] (Theorem 5.4).
THEOREM 0.2. Let X be a simple finite rational H-space with βi nι _ irank β (π 2rt/ -i(X)(2)(2) < \fori<k.
Then %#{X)/torsion = Z® -®Z, the free abelian group of k rank = ^rank β (π 2rt/ _i(X) ® Q) (β 2nι -ι ~ rank Q (π 2n/ _i(X) ® β)), where βj is the jth Betti number and H*(X, Q) = E{x x ,...,x k ) {the exterior algebra) with degx z = 2« ; -1.
In many cases %#(X) is an abelian group. We give the following non-abelian example.
EXAMPLE (Example 3.1). g#(SO (6) ) and g#(SU(4)) are not abelian. This paper is organized as follows. In the first section we prove our main theorem (Theorem 0.1). In the second section we prove Theorem 0.2. In the final section three we will show the above example. 
-
The localization map /: X -• X^ can be restricted to the Postnikov stages and the following diagram is commutative. If we assume that g#(X n _{) acts on H*(X m -χ) nilpotently, then so does H*(X m ). Thus %#(X n -ι) acts on H*(X n -χ) nilpotently. By the universal coefficient theorem, we obtain the assertion.
Let Q be a nilpotent group acting on a group N nilpotently. Then the localizaton Q P acts on Np compatibly in the sense of §1 of [3] . where μ denotes the action of K(π n (X),n) on X n , d is a diagonal map. Hence I{\ Xn ) can be regarded as an isotropy subgroup at l Xn with respect to the action of H n (X n -\ 9 π n (X)) on [X n ,X n ]. In this case we cannot apply the argument like above because [X n ,X n ] is not generally a group. But we can use the argument which is dual to that of the proof of Theorem 2.5, Ch. II, [5] . We have a fibration:
X n -^X n -ι^> K(π n (X), n + l)(=K).
This gives rise to a fibration:
where F(, ) denotes the function space. Then we obtain the following commutative diagram I I π x {F(X n ,X n -X ),p n ) ± π x {F{X n ,X n _ ι{P) ),lp n )
π Q {F{X n ,X n ),\ Xn )
I I
It is well known that ImΨ (ImΨ') coincides with the isotropy subgroup of the π x {F{X n ,K),0) = H n (X n ,K(π n (X),n) action {πι(F(X tt ,K (P) ),0) = H n {X n ,K(π n {X (P) ),ή)) action) on π o (F(X n ,X n ),l Xn ) (π o (F(X n ,X n{P) ),l)) at 1*. (/). We should note that these actions can be regarded as to be induced from the actions of K(π n (X),n) (K(π n (X {P) ),n)) on X n (X n{P )). Thus if we restrict these actions to H n {X n -\;π n (X)) (or H n (X n -ι;π n (X^)), we get actions mentioned earlier. Let i^'-Xn ~^ %n be the inclusion of Nskeleton of X n , with N sufficiently large. The space F{X n ,X n -\) = F(lim,X% +j ,X n _ x ) is homotopy equivalent to \\TΆ.F{X% +J ,X n -\)
This gives rise to a homotopy equivalence of (F(X n ,X n -χ),p n ) and
where V is a wedge ofN + 7-spheres, giving rise to a fibration
Since JV is sufficiently large, (.F(K^-i),0) is weakly contractible, thus the total space and fibre of this fibration are weakly homotopy equivalent. As a result, Thus these are nilpotent spaces by Theorem 2.5, Ch. II, [5] and moreover the upper /* in the above diagram localizes (Theorem 3.11, Ch. II, [5] ) and so does the middle /*. Therefore, /*:ImΨ-^ ImΨ ; localizes. We have the following.
= (ImΨ) (P) nH n (X n -ι;π n (X) {P) ), by Theorem 1.2, [4],
This completes the proof of (II).
Proof of Theorem 0.2.
In this section we prove Theorem 0.2. Again we use the induction on the Postnikov decomposition. First we introduce the following proposition. Therefore,
Proof of the theorem. By the above proposition, %#(Xo) = the direct sum of rationals. Thus g#(X) (0 ) = < §#(X(0)) is also an abelian group. Recall that all torsion elements of a nilpotent subgroup form a normal subgroup. Then the injectivity of rationalization,
implies that S#(X)/torsion is a free abelian group of the rank mentioned above (since we are assuming that X is of finite type, this group is finitely genrated).
Further application.
EXAMPLE 3.1 Let Π be the collection of all primes. We see that g#(SO(6)) (Π -2) = £#(SU(4))(π_2). Let us denote this group by G. Then G = Gτ(3) x Z 5 x Z 5 and G^) has the following presentation ( cf. [11] ). Proof. SO(6) ~p Spin(6) = SU(4) for an odd prime p, where ~p denotes the p-equivalence. Due to this equivalence a half part of the
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Example 3.1 is obvious. To determine the group structure we recall the following theorem. where q:X xY -• X AY is the projection, for AJJ see [14] . is homotopic to (λ(-α 2 ) x l)(λ(α 2 ) x 1 + C/άir)0W α 2) x !))• (yάir)^(λ(α2) x 1) can be easily seen to be (j&\r) (λ(a 2 ) Λ 1) . By the definition of λ, λ(a 2 ) Λ 1 is homotopic to 1 + Σ 5 (ia 2 p). Hence {jά\r)(λ(a 2 ) Λ 1) = jά\r + jaιΣ 5 These imply the assertion on the group structure of G^y Since we see easily that the 5-components have no non-trivial extensions, we complete the proof.
